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When the rate of change outside
the organization exceeds the rate
of change inside, the end is in sight.
Jack Welch

Face the Challenge
• Your organization is continually forced to rethink its business model and
to realign its market offering?
• As a consequence, you are facing a recurring need for transforming your
business and IT landscape?
• Your business and IT landscape has grown so complex though, that it
cannot be changed anymore without significant efforts?

Develop EA Management into a Competitive Advantage
A sound management of the enterprise architecture (EA) puts you
in a position to keep the overview of your landscape, to prevent
redundancies, and to actively govern the required transformations
– from the business strategy along the business capabilities all
the way down to IT. For improved agility and a sustainable alignment.

Our Services
Our core competency is the management of complex systems - in
IT and beyond. As a trusted and independent partner we support you
in creating transparency, reducing complexity, and optimizing the
business-IT alignment. Our services are focused on three main segments:

1. Establishing EA Practices
Creating your core competencies
We support you in developing an EA management function that fits your organization and
help you improve gradually. Using our dedicated Health Check, we can quickly identify any gaps
and weaknesses. Based on this, we implement practice-proven processes and tools
together with you. Beyond that, our training courses provide you with an excellent opportunity
to build up and continually develop your internal skills.
This way, we put you in the position to develop target landscapes aligned with your business
model, to define adequate standards, and to govern projects accordingly.

Business Architecture
As an integral part of the overall enterprise architecture, the business
architecture plays a vital role in making EA management effective beyond
the IT boundaries. Yet, the contents of business architecture often remain
unclear or lack an overarching structure. Our consistent framework from
business motivation via business model to business execution provides
the required orientation and guidance.

2. Enterprise Architecture Office
Expanding your operating range
We extend your architecture team or project. Our experienced architects support you by taking over critical tasks like target architecture planning, the management of transformation projects or the completion of architecture reviews.
We take over architecture tasks of any kind. This allows you to expand your
capacities on demand, both for the short and longer term. At the same time,
your organization will benefit from the know-how and tool sets that our architects bring along.

Complexity Management
The proactive management of business and IT complexity is
increasingly becoming a major imperative for CIOs and enterprise architects. To support this, we have developed a
special method and tool box. With Scape Complexity
Manager, you can easily measure, monitor and control the
complexity of your architecture.

3. IT Governance / IT Strategy
Giving clear direction to your IT
We support you in developing adequate governance mecha
nisms and assist you in strategic IT management tasks
(e. g., IT strategy, IT portfolio management). For this purpose,
we follow established best practices and standards (such as
COBIT). Based on your specific requirements, we help you
to find structures and processes that will ensure maximum
alignment at optimal use of resources.

Our Philosophy
The key priority of our activities is your success. We see ourselves
in the role of a trusted advisor. As such, we put special emphasis
on understanding your business and developing solutions that fit
your needs.
Our team does not only provide specialist know-how, but also
brings along the required communicative skills. This way, we help
make your projects a success.

Research
In order to deliver cutting-edge services to our clients, we continuously improve our methodology. To that end, we actively engage in applied research. The results of our analyses
are published regularly in renowned journals (e. g., European Journal of Information Systems, Communications of the Association for Information Systems, Information Systems
and e-Business Management).
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